
ambassador
program



becoming a warrior...
is not for the faint of heart

as ambassador you will represent 
the brand from inside and to the
outside world 

your offline and online presence 
will command the core ‘spartan’
principles, from a philosophical
and aesthetic standpoint

“our goal is to inspire others to
embrace the mindset and look
of a modern warrior, with our actions
and garment we wear”

robert | “day 1” ambassador | pt
@robertsunten

otto | “day 1” ambassador | aIrmobile brigade
@otto_chs 

what’s It all about?

the spartan 
principles

embrace hardship
appreciate aesthetics
persevere and learn
embrace ethIcs
strive for strength



what makes us different? 
a deep dive into our design palette...

how is that possible?

simple: the core of our look lays within the design spectrum 

our design spectrum begins at the appreciation of aesthetics.
on this side, you find precious metal prints, such as gold and silver
pressed against a royal color such as spartan burgundy or tyrian purple
honoring or showing an ancient hero or god

one thing all designs have in common: attention to detail and symbolism
ranging from woven collection labels to the types of print on items

at the other end lies the grittier and harsher look 
using darker colors or reflective print with harsh looking logo’s 

“by wearing our brand you simply choose to look 
and be different. we take great pride in our designs”

raw design of our shadow ops oversized t-shirts

collection of nemesis god t-shirts

everywhere you see our brand, the look sticks



what is required and asked?
moving up the ranks
*hard requIrements:
1. at least 1000 followers on either/both tiktok or Ig
2. no private/closed social media profile
3. experience with doing photoshoots
4. basic knowledge of either dutch or english language



what to avoid
urban areas
graffiti walls
wrinckled clothing
posing with cars/motor
poor color combinations
commercial gyms
noisy backgrounds
excessive accessories

what type of content 
do we look for?
photoshoot

setting: neutral, resembling (ancient) greece or nature

content for: Instagram, tiktok, facebook & website

posing: proud, confident (& ‘on mission’)

details : focus on clothing features, sharp and high quality 

claudIo | ambassador since 2019
@claudiowp

dimitry | ambassador since 2021
@pinky_balls

alex | ambassador since 2022
@alexthefury

ana | ambassador since 2019
@bodybeefit

jussi | ambassador since 2021
@beardbeef

robert | ambassador since 2016
@robertsunten



the best content
unboxing videos
snapshots of product deta.
slo-motion workout
try-ons
product demonstration

what type of content 
do we look for?
video content

content for: Instagram, tiktok, facebook & website

video content is going to become more and more important
to spread the warrior mindset we need your input and creativity

content will be used for advertising, promotion, product pages on the
website and social media content

in a world where the bar of content creation is set higher
and where the attention span gets more narrow
video content is the future 


